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ABSTRACT

This article draws from the expanding ﬁeld of climate mobilities,
which explores the nexus between climate change,
environmental conditions and (im)mobility based on the
‘mobilities paradigm’. Environmental hazards collide with
transportation infrastructures, for instance through the adverse
eﬀects of ﬂoods, heat waves, and ice thawing on roads, and may
for instance disrupt or hamper everyday mobility. Frequent
disaster-induced mobility impairments may render individuals
unable to commute between places and decrease their
socioeconomic opportunities. Emphasising the material aspects of
mobilities, this paper argues that an analysis of mobility systems
helps to develop a deeper understanding of (im)mobility
inequalities and injustices in the context of environmental risk
and climate change. Sheller’s mobility justice perspective is taken
as a way to critically address mobility disruptions and to reﬂect
on the interconnection of diﬀerent (im)mobility patterns.
Empirically, the paper draws on a case-study of Tajikistan’s
Bartang Valley, where disaster-induced mobility impairments
reduce the residents’ capacities to circulate and access food
markets, healthcare facilities, and job opportunities. Overall, the
paper is an invitation for the ﬁelds of environmental and climate
mobilities to consider the impacts of environmental conditions
on infrastructures, matter, and things that enable or hamper
human (im)mobility.
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Introduction
The global climate is impacted by mobilities – think of the CO² emissions of motorised
transports – but it also in turn modiﬁes, reshapes, and sometimes disrupts mobilities.
Climate change displaces animals, humans, and objects, and blocks or traps others.
Climate change allows new territories to be discovered, traversed or inhabited and
renders others inaccessible and/or inhospitable. Transport studies have highlighted the
eﬀects of ﬂooding, erosion, landslides, avalanches, droughts, high temperatures, sealevel rise, and heavy snowfalls on road conditions, maintenance and (re)construction
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(Ryley and Chapman 2013). Ice roads in the Arctic are melting and cannot be utilised the
way they used to be (Arp et al. 2019; Olsen, Nenasheva, and Hovelsrud 2020), permafrost
thaw negatively impacts the road infrastructure in Northern Russia (Streletskiy et al.
2019), increasing urban ﬂooding challenges urban transport systems in England (Pregnolato et al. 2017), and heat waves aﬀect roads and driving conditions in South Korea (Kim
et al. 2019). Translocal/multilocal livelihoods are threatened by a decreased accessibility,
and residents are consequently less able to circulate and to live, survive or cope with
diﬃculties. This means that new geography of mobilities is taking shape. Populations
may not be able to circulate the way they used to or need to adopt alternative routes
in order to reach products, services, and facilities because their place of residence may
become less accessible and/or residents less able to move.
Mobilities research has not paid much attention to the eﬀect of environmental changes
on transportation infrastructures. It has mostly examined the way mobilities participate
in carbon emissions and the possibilities for transport systems to become more sustainable, less polluting, and to adopt green technologies, but not speciﬁcally on the way
climate change impacts transportation infrastructures (see Sheller 2018 for a review).
However, recent theoretical works suggest the value of analysing the role of materialities
and infrastructures. Baldwin and colleagues have explained that ‘“nature” or “the
environment” usually appear secondary to mobility rather than as the very material substance through which mobility itself is mediated, experienced, and conceptualised’
(Baldwin, Fröhlich, and Rothe 2019, 290). They invite researchers to explore the material
and geophysical aspects of mobility and the ways mobility is ‘bound up with the fortunes
and fate of the Earth system’ (Baldwin, Fröhlich, and Rothe 2019, 293). Until now, the
expanding ﬁeld of research on climate/environmental mobilities has mainly overlooked
the material aspects of mobilities including the state of roads and vehicles and the way
environmental conditions may distort or destroy them.
This Special Issue on climate mobilities encourages researchers to engage with concepts of the mobilities turn and to study all types of mobilities, from everyday commutes
to internal resettlements and situations of immobility, because the environment may
inﬂuence or aﬀect all of them (Boas et al. 2022; see also Boas et al. 2019; Wiegel, Boas,
and Warner 2019). This also involves genuine engagement with material mobilities.
The ﬁeld of ‘material mobilities’ aims to foreground the objects, artefacts, and infrastructures enabling human mobilities (Jensen, Lassen, and Gøtzsche Lange 2020) and to study
how material objects and human mobility are entwined. Inspired by such theoretical frameworks, this article aims to demonstrate the importance of a focus on transportation
infrastructures within the ﬁelds of climate mobilities, and environmental mobilities
more broadly. I do so by incorporating Sheller’s mobility justice perspective into the
study of environmental and climate mobilities, in order to understand how mobility disruptions caused by material obstructions emerge and may have concrete impacts on
people’s livelihoods and quality of life. The overarching concept of mobility justice
invites us to address such processes and to engage with ‘scalar shifts and entanglements’
of (im)mobilities (Sheller 2018, 9). The main argument of this article is that (im)mobility
on one scale may inﬂuence or condition (im)mobility on other scales, and we should
therefore examine mobility systems (made of infrastructures, moorings, circulations,
ﬂows, systems of governance, and ideologies among others; see Sheller 2018, 15) to
delve into the links between environmental conditions and (im)mobilities. The mobility
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justice perspective is also adopted in order to emphasise inequalities, lack of capacities,
and relations of power in the realm of mobilities. Empirically, the possible impacts of
environmental conditions on transportation infrastructures and mobility systems are
illustrated in this article by an ethnographic case-study on Tajikistan’s Pamir Mountains.
The structure of the article will be as follows: The ﬁrst part reviews recent works connecting environmental conditions and mobilities and analysing the ways disasterinduced disruptions pose a threat to mobile livelihoods. The second part delves into
the theoretical tools oﬀered by approaches centred on practices and materialities,
which help to foreground mobility networks and to address mobility justice issues
through studies on mobility systems. The third part gives empirical insights from Tajikistan’s Pamirs, where urban-rural mobilities are essential to livelihoods but are severely
impacted by environmental hazards, which illustrates the value of the theoretical framework presented. This is followed by a conclusion.

Disasters, transportation infrastructures, and mobile lives: a review
Environmental mobilities and translocality
Studies on environmental and climate mobilities consider labour migration, circular
mobilities, and/or translocality, as a way for some communities, households or individuals
to cope with the adverse eﬀects of environmental change (Adger, Safra de Campos, and
Mortreux 2018). For instance, through the acquisition of more ﬁnancial or cultural
capital, migrants can help their households or communities to adapt to changes
through ﬁnancial remittances, the building or reparation of infrastructures, or through
conversion to new economic activities. Translocal approaches to migration have also foregrounded the way individuals or households may be connected to, and circulate between,
diﬀerent localities as a way to cope with the negative impacts of environmental changes
(Stange et al. 2020). The translocal approach explores the situation of individuals identiﬁed
with more than one location and sheds light on ‘the emergence of multidirectional and
overlapping networks that facilitate the circulation of people, resources, practices and
ideas’ (Greiner and Sakdapolrak 2013, 375). Translocal individuals or households may
beneﬁt from the opportunities and arrangements of dual residency in order to cope
with risks of diﬀerent natures, including environmental risks (see Greiner and Sakdapolrak 2013 for a review). However, the idea that mobility can be a successful way to adapt to
environmental stress has been criticised for placing the onus on individuals to adapt and
show resilience in case of hardships, which risks depoliticising the issue and putting aside
the root causes of vulnerabilities (Suliman et al. 2019).
Although translocality may represent an eﬀective way to cope with weather uncertainties or to diversify incomes, translocal livelihoods are highly vulnerable to mobility disruptions of diﬀerent natures. For instance, Stange and colleagues have showed how, in
many countries all over Asia, the mobility disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has stretched ‘strategies of migration as adaptation to their limits’, mostly
because of the restriction of everyday mobility, the economic downturn, the decrease
in ﬁnancial remittances, and the disruption of mutual visits with family members for
example (Stange et al. 2020). Thus, pandemic-related mobility disruptions shed light
on the fragility of translocal resilience. Environmental disaster-induced disruptions
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also reinforce this fragility (see for instance Nguyen and Pham 2018). Translocal and/or
multiresidential arrangements require good connection between places and are based on
the high motility of mobile individuals, depending on the accessibility of places and on
individuals’ ﬁnancial and physical capitals (see Kaufmann 2005). Motility can be broadly
deﬁned as a ‘set of characteristics that enables people to be mobile’ (Kaufmann, Dubois,
and Ravalet 2018, 199). Any change in connectivity and or personal motility puts translocal resilience at risk. Such connectivity relies, among other things, on the good functioning of roads, railroads, harbours of other transportation infrastructures, and any
disruption may threaten livelihoods based on frequent mobility and/or commuting
(Blondin 2020). Since environmental hazards are impacting roads and mobility infrastructures, mobility disruptions in their material aspects deserve the attention of environmental mobilities research. Next subsection will provide examples of the ways
environmental hazards and mobility infrastructures interact and of how mobility impairments can put some communities in critical situations.
The nexus between environmental hazards and mobility infrastructures
Environmental conditions shape, modify, distort or destroy transportation infrastructures in multiple ways. Increasingly, environmental and urban studies have examined
the case of urban ﬂoods, such as those caused by sea-level rise, monsoon rains and/or
storms, which are occurring (more frequently) under the eﬀects of global climate
change. Floods put into question the habitability of some urban areas and their residents’
mobilities. For instance, through a case-study of Manila, Akyelken (2020) shows the
impact of ﬂoods on the time spent on commuting, congestion, and the conditions of
mobilities. Her research demonstrates that low-skilled populations, and women in particular, are the most impacted by ﬂoods. In a similar vein, Tuitjer shows the impacts
of the 2011 heavy monsoon ﬂooding in Bangkok on urban mobilities:
New temporary mobility practices emerged when private and public buses, as well as the
popular tuk tuk and motorcycle taxis, could no longer operate. As roads turned into
canals, urban transport during the ﬂood became increasingly linked to the state, as the government sent out personnel and vehicles for transporting people from the submerged
suburbs to the dry city centre or emergency shelters. (Tuitjer 2019, 648)

In other contexts, studies provide examples of ﬂood-induced road disruptions limiting
the socioeconomic opportunities (access to work and education) of vulnerable social
groups (Nguyen and Pham 2018).
Let us now turn to high latitudes where mobility infrastructures are threatened by the
melting of ice and the thawing of permafrost. According to Arp et al. (2019, 11), ‘warmer
winters are shrinking the time period when ice roads can be built and utilised in northern
Alaska and other regions of the Arctic’. Consequently, new technologies are required to
adapt the transportation infrastructures and vehicles to new climatic conditions. Similar
issues exist in the Russian Arctic where climate change shortens the period of operation
of ice roads on which many small communities depend. They are connected through
water routes and ice roads, which ‘present a vital component of transportation infrastructure and local mobility during the winter season and are an important connection option
for remote communities’ (Olsen, Nenasheva, and Hovelsrud 2020, 2). In Churchill, Manitoba, Canada, where permafrost is thawing, ‘damage to the Winnipeg-Churchill train
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line would have signiﬁcant consequences […] as it is the only land connection between
the town and the rest of Canada’ (Street 2020). By using the notion of ‘road of life’, Olsen,
Nenasheva, and Hovelsrud (2020) foreground the paramount importance of local mobility options for island communities’ viability. Taking the example of Anishinaabe communities of North America who have traditionally relied on various patterns of mobility
to adapt to the changing environment, Whyte and colleagues write that: ‘Indigenous traditions of mobility are critically relevant for climate justice’ (Whyte, Talley, and Gibson
2019, 319). Through a decreased accessibility, the attractiveness and habitability of Arctic
islands are at stake.
Mountain roads are prone to rapid-onset hazards such as riverine ﬂoods, avalanches,
rockslides. Landslides are another example of a hazard able to cause mobility disruptions.
The work of Cook and Butz (2015; 2016) oﬀers a thorough exploration of the case of the
2010 Attabad landslide in Gojal (a sub-division of the Hunza district of the province of
Gilgit-Baltistan) in Pakistan, which blocked two kilometres of the Hunza River Valley
and ‘resulted in the burial or ﬂooding of 25 kilometres of the Karakoram Highway, the
only vehicular transportation route connecting scattered communities in Gojal to the
rest of Pakistan’ (2016, 404). Cook and Butz’s work constitutes a perfect example of
how disasters may demobilise because ‘they strike at mobility systems and trouble mobility
justice’ (Sheller 2013, 185) and how they may also remobilise, because Gojalis have quickly
adopted new mobility options including boat service (Cook and Butz 2015). Landslides are
just one of the many hazards threatening mountain roads such as the Karakoram Highway.
Given the high ﬂows of mountain rivers and streams, mountain roads and bridges may be
washed away, and vehicles destroyed during ﬂash ﬂoods (see Gan et al. 2018).
By aﬀecting transportation infrastructures, environmental hazards do not just impact
everyday and local mobilities immediately after the disaster, they may aﬀect the accessibility of some areas for longer durations and consequently limit the socioeconomic
opportunities (access to work, education and healthcare facilities among others) of
local communities. An increased frequency of hazards such as ﬂoods under the eﬀects
of global climate change may jeopardise the accessibility and habitability of many
areas worldwide (Hock et al. 2019). Hence the need to explore material disruptions
and the consequences they may have for mobile households and communities. The
next section suggests theoretical tools and perspectives for the analysis of such processes.

Theoretical framework: materialities, networks, and mobility justice
This section develops the theoretical framework adopted in this article. The idea here is
to start with a thorough exploration of the material aspects of mobilities as a way to
uncover the networks and systems which make these mobilities (im)possible. This
approach is developed through the mobility justice perspective, which foregrounds the
lack of capacities, inequalities, and unevenness in the realm of mobilities, and to understand their causes through an exploration of mobility systems.
Material mobilities
The ‘mobilities paradigm’ rejects static science and urges social scientists to consider the
importance of mobilities for contemporary societies and the interdependence of multiple
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forms of mobilities, at diﬀerent scales, paces, and be they physical or virtual (Hannam,
Sheller, and Urry 2006). As such, the physical and material aspects of communicating,
moving, travelling, or migrating have emerged as signiﬁcant research themes within the
paradigm. The notion of ‘moorings’ for instance has become central to mobilities studies:
Hannam, Sheller, and Urry (2006, 3) argue that ‘mobilities cannot be described without
attention to the necessary spatial, infrastructural and institutional moorings that
conﬁgure and enable mobilities’. They invite us to pay attention to the ‘immobile
network’ (Hannam, Sheller, and Urry 2006, 6) which plays a central role in mobility
issues such as traﬃc density, road accidents, or mobility disruptions in case of disasters.
In an article focussing on the materialities of mobilities, Jensen (2016, 594) explains that
we should turn to a ‘material pragmatism’ and ask ourselves mundane questions such as
‘what makes this mobile situation happen?’. He explains that a focus on materialities and
the design of mobilities is enlightening:
The future societal challenges ranging from climate change, demographic shifts, technological innovation, etc. surely make hands-on contributions from academia more pertinent than
ever. How can this enhanced sensitivity to ‘other’ materialities make a diﬀerence? A concrete
example is the diﬀerence water-permeable asphalt makes compared to the ordinary asphalt
that seals the soil and thus leads to ﬂooding. (Jensen 2016, 593)

The material aspects of mobilities play a crucial role in understanding and preventing
mobility disruptions, including the ones induced by environmental hazards, and therefore deserve our attention.
As the above section showed, situations of disaster-induced mobility disruptions are widespread and could become more frequent due to the eﬀects of global climate change. Examining
concretely where and how the environment and infrastructures interact may prove insightful
in order to analyse such disruptions and the involuntary immobility they may provoke for
some populations or social groups. One possibility would be to turn to matter, objects, vehicles,
and infrastructures that make mobility possible and are impacted by biophysical elements. For
instance, we could examine a road often blocked or partially destroyed by ﬂoods, storms or
avalanches, vehicles broken or unusable under certain weather conditions or following a disaster or a railway distorted by the thawing of permafrost. Which human and non-human
actors interplay with these elements? To whom do they belong? Who uses or consumes
them? Who is in charge of maintaining or repairing them? The way a road, a railway or a
bus line is used, managed, repaired or insured informs us about mobility regimes (how mobility is politically managed) and the ways communities under study may access and appropriate
mobility (see also Boas et al. 2022 on mobility regimes). Emphasising the material reality of the
relationship between the environment and human mobility helps to reaﬃrm the political,
economic and cultural factors at stake. This ‘turn to materiality’, as Jensen (2016) explains,
has been brought to the fore by theories such as Actor-Network Theory, Non-representational
Theory, the Non-human Turn and Object-Oriented-Ontologies, which suggest that turning to
things and practices helps to unveil the networks and frictions involved in a mobility system.
Interrogating the material conditions that make a move possible, whether in the case of a
journey to an urban market, to a city centre, between provinces or countries, helps to take
into account the diverse actants (actors, things, and infrastructures; Latour 1999, 182) involved,
as all are possibly impacted by adverse environmental conditions, and as enabling or impairing
mobilities.
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From materialities to networks
This material pragmatism enables to foreground networks and to enlarge our view on the
nexus between the environment and (im)mobility. In an article reﬂecting on the implications of the Latourian Actor-Network Theory on geography, Murdoch (1998, 361)
wrote that: ‘Latour […] suggests that we refrain from any shift in scale, between say the
‘global’ and the ‘local’; rather, we should simply follow the networks wherever they may
lead’. Murdoch then cites Latour’s example of a railroad (Latour 1993) which is simultaneously local (the railway as a material reality is locally situated) and global (the
railway may connect various countries), and explains: ‘The main point is that there are continuous paths from the local to the global; providing we follow these paths no change in
scale is required’ (Murdoch 1998, 362). This means that ‘the global is local at all points’
(Latour 1993, 117) and starting from localised materialities may help us understand how
mobility systems are organised on diﬀerent spatial scales. If we follow the political, economic, social, human and non-human actants involved in the event of a destroyed bridge or
a ﬂooded river, we avoid making shortcuts between the weather event and the impacts for
the community using that bridge. Looking at the moments and places where things and
processes begin ‘to have a common fate’ (Latour 1987, 175) – and in the context of environmental mobilities when mobilities and the biophysical environment begin ‘to have a
common fate’ – helps to consider humans, actions, weather, biophysical elements, and
infrastructures as all potentially engaged in the disruption.
Localised materialities lead us to explore (im)mobilities on various spatial scales.
Everyday mobility frictions and disruptions may have profound impacts on the habitability of a place and on people’s abilities and aspirations to move on various scales. If
a road in the Arctic, in a steep mountain valley or on the seashore becomes impassable
under the eﬀects of climate change, which impairs some everyday vital mobilities, the
main users of that road may envision relocating somewhere else (except if another
road is created or if air travel becomes available, which again prompts us to consider
mobility networks and actants involved). Depending on their aspirations and capabilities, individuals working faraway from ‘home’ may choose between migrating/relocating
(changing the place of residency), daily commuting (if possible) and multiresidency with
frequent circulations between places of residence (Kaufmann 2005). When frequent circulations between the place(s) of residency and place(s) of work become impossible or
increasingly challenging, we can assume that some individuals may need to relocate.
Such focus on mobility networks made of multiple actants and on the interconnectedness
or various forms of mobility connects with Sheller’s invitation to ‘address entire mobility
systems, logistical practices, energy cultures, and the ways in which everyday mobility
practices are embedded in these larger socio-technical systems that are complex, interdependent, and more-than-human’ (2018, XV).

The mobility justice perspective and the focus on ‘entire mobility systems’
In order to explore how complex mobility and immobility patterns intersect and
inﬂuence each other, Sheller’s mobility justice perspective is enlightening. Mobility
justice both ‘focuses attention on the politics of unequal capabilities for movement, as
well as on unequal rights to stay or dwell in a place’ (Sheller 2018, 1). Here I build on
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Baldwin, Fröhlich, and Rothe (2019, 291) who explain that the mobility justice perspective ‘enables us to re-characterise those displaced by ‘climate change’ not as ‘climate refugees’, but as displacees of a globalised network of intersecting mobility regimes fuelled by
fossil fuel extraction’. My point here is a little diﬀerent, albeit linked to this consideration:
I intend to show the value of the mobility justice perspective in order to explore (im)mobility issues – such as people being trapped, unable to circulate, or bound to ﬂee- and to
embrace the ‘constellations of [mobility] scales’ (Sheller 2018, 1), which interact together.
Sheller has explained that mobility justice ‘spans micro, meso, and macro levels, ranging
from inter-human bodily relations, to transportation and street design, to urban and
regional problems, to extended infrastructural space, transnational migration, and planetary resource circulation’ (2018, 9). For Sheller, mobility justice is intrinsically connected
to the ‘right to dwell’ (see also Boas et al. 2022). For instance, being unable to circulate
frequently between rural and urban areas because of a lack of ﬁnancial capital or
because of a degraded road may constitute a push-factor for some individuals, decrease
their capacities to dwell in these areas (see Wong 2011; Olsen, Nenasheva, and Hovelsrud
2020), and fuel mobilities of larger spatial and temporal scales. As explain by Boas et al.
(2022), ‘mobility justice allows us to analyze the interconnections and entanglements of
climate im/mobilities across sectors and scales, for example by exposing unequal
relations between elite (hyper-)mobilities responsible for much CO2 emissions, and
the daily mobilities of climate change-aﬀected populations to diversify their livelihoods’.
In the case of the district of Gojal in the Karakoram Mountains of Pakistan, Kreutzmann (2012) has described the multiple human mobility patterns on various spatial
scales that help communities adapt to changing conditions provoked by frequent disasters such as glacier outburst ﬂoods:
Shifting populations to newly created irrigated oases in previously barren lands, outmigration to urban areas within the Karakoram and to metropolises in downcountry Pakistan in search of employment and education, international migration to overseas destinations, and the broadening of income generation by reducing the importance of
agriculture in favour of services and tourism are measures of adaptation that are embedded
into the sociopolitical and economic framework conditions. (Kreutzmann 2012, 49)

The work of Kreutzmann illustrates how a vast array of mobilities form a mobility system
which has to be addressed as a whole in order to understand how Gojali communities live
in their settlements and cope with environmental disasters. Within a household or community, some members are mobile while others are immobile, mobility and immobility
being mutually constitutive. Kreutzmann (2012, 69) explains that:
Multi-locality and seasonal absence of household members is the price that has to be paid for
a coping strategy based on the mobility of individual women and men. In times of severe
political crisis the village itself is the last refuge for everybody to return to when enterprises
in tourism or trade collapse, the Karakoram Highway is blocked and communication is
interrupted

Blocked roads and other disaster-induced mobility disruptions decrease the abilities of
residents to move and they may therefore induce longer absences of the mobile
members of households and/or encourage individuals or communities to move to new
destinations in search for new socioeconomic opportunities. Such dynamics illustrate
how local or short-term mobilities – and the impossibility to realise those - may
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impact other forms of mobilities of longer durations and/or on longer temporal scales.
The mobility justice lens also prompts us to adopt a systemic approach in order to
explore the power relationships underpinning mobilities and to analyse uneven mobility
capacities and potentials. It foregrounds the rights to move and to dwell, and the situations where individuals and communities are deprived of those, hence its relevance
to study disaster-induced mobility disruptions.
Power asymmetries and motilities in contexts of disasters
The value of an approach focussed on materialities and situations of disruptions aﬀecting
mobility systems is to uncover the power relationships and asymmetries in the realm of
mobilities across social groups or time periods (Cook and Butz 2016; Sheller 2018). The
mobility justice perspective and its critical conceptual tools enable us to foreground
inequalities in terms of access to mobility infrastructures and practices. To be able to
move, people should have access to a path, a road, a vehicle, infrastructures, or even
simply to shoes. The access they have to these things and materials condition how and
where they might be able to move. Such issues can be addressed through the concept
of motility and its three analytical dimensions: accessibility, skills, and appropriation
of mobility projects (Kaufmann, Dubois, and Ravalet 2018, 199).
If climate/environmental mobilities scholars aim to focus on how socioeconomic vulnerabilities are caused or reinforced by (im)mobilities, how people may get trapped
because of adverse environmental conditions or following a disaster, why people may be
coerced to move even though they aspire to stay, such issues all concern the motility of
the population under study (see Wiegel, Boas, and Warner 2019): Disasters reduce the
accessibility of places if less roads or paths become passable, challenge personal mobility
skills in the case of arduous journeys along ﬂooded or buckled roads, and modify the
way individuals may appropriate mobilities under changing conditions (Cook and Butz
2015). A focus on motility helps to understand how and why some individuals are able
to move to safety while others are not, for political, physical or ﬁnancial reasons. For
instance, some studies have showed how after Hurricane Katrina in the United States,
households without access to a car have suﬀered more severely from the disaster. In this
context, their motility was lower than the motility of those who had a car (Hannam,
Sheller, and Urry 2006).
Therefore, in this article, I adopt and suggest a focus on people’s motility as a way to
understand how individuals and communities may move or not in case of environmental
hazards aﬀecting roads. With this perspective in mind, the emphasis is put on materialities and practicalities which make mobilities (im)possible. The next section attempts to
illustrate the value of a focus on material aspects of environmental mobilities with a
mobility justice perspective, through empirical insights into the (im)mobilities of mountain communities in Tajikistan’s Pamirs.

Environmental (im)mobilities in Tajikistan’s Pamir Mountains: from
physical (in)accessibility to (in)habitability
In Tajikistan’s Pamirs, disaster-induced mobility disruptions are frequent and severely
aﬀect the accessibility of some valleys and their residents’ motilities. The communities
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of the Pamirs are highly mobile within their valley, province, country, and internationally, mostly to Russia (Blondin 2020). These mobilities allow communities to access products and services, to study, to keep contact with relatives, and to earn incomes. This
section is based on an extensive ethnographic ﬁeldwork in the Bartang Valley of Tajikistan’s Pamirs, which took place between 2016 and 2020 for a total of nine months and
during which I have shared homes and daily activities with residents of the Valley, interviewed them, and travelled with them (see Blondin 2020). In the course of my ﬁeldwork, I
have experienced trips in shared cars, by bike and on foot, and have observed and sensed
how they all are impacted by weather conditions or geo-physical hazards. This section
provides a case-study illustrating how short-scale mobilities can be paramount for a community, how they are materially impacted by environmental hazards, and how various
forms of (im)mobilities interact to form a complex mobility system, which mobility disruptions challenge on diﬀerent levels.
Materialities, hazards, and mobility disruptions
In Bartang, the Valley’s only car road is frequently rendered unusable on some portions
by rockfalls, landslides, ﬂoods in summer, and avalanches in winter, and residents are
often reminded of the way materialities determine the feasibility of a trip. Biophysical
elements bump into the materiality of infrastructure and objects such as the road,
vehicles, and travelling bodies and make journeys impossible, arduous or at least physically challenging. The road is often blocked for some hours, days or weeks when the
level of the river is particularly high during some summers, or when huge avalanches
are hard to clear. Old four-wheel vehicles, often in poor condition, are severely impacted
by the aforementioned hazards, and their maintenance puts a ﬁnancial and logistical
pressure on drivers. The challenged materiality of cars, bikes, and/or shoes reminds travellers of the diﬃculties posed by a road located in a narrow valley, often at the level of
the river, and without rockfall protection.
Although precise climate data on the area are diﬃcult to ﬁnd, the frequency of river
outﬂows in mountain zones is predicted to increase under the eﬀect of glacial melting
(Hock et al. 2019). According to local residents’ perceptions, more intense rainfalls
also trigger more rockslides. Such environmental conditions often compel residents to
undergo arduous and sometimes dangerous trips in the ﬂooded road or through avalanche corridors (Blondin 2020). The Bartang River is perceived as both a richness
and a threat. The river is at the heart of local livelihoods since it makes irrigation possible
and constitutes the basis of local agriculture. Dilnoza1, a woman in her late forties, who
has been one of my main hosts in Tajikistan, has lost both her sister and mother in the
beginning of the 2000s when they decided to go to the nearest hospital in Vomar despite
the very high level of the river. They drifted away and drowned. Such memories may
remind residents of a local folklore song called ‘Chor Javon’ (‘Four youths’), which all
the Pamiris know and which is often played in car radios, that tells the story of four
youths who go on a trip in spite of their parents’ opinion regarding current conditions
and all die under an avalanche.2 The Bartangis are, from a very early age, aware of the
way biophysical elements surrounding them may turn dangerous, especially along the
road. In this sense, they are highly conscious of how more-than-human forces may
render a trip (im)possible or dangerous.
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Such weather and/or biophysical events collide with a mobility system that is already
vulnerable. The mobility system enabling residents to enter and leave the valley is constituted among others by car availability, the price of the seat in a shared car and road
conditions which make journeys more or less possible and more or less dangerous. In
Bartang, as within all the Autonomous Province of Kuhistoni-Badakhshon to which
the valley belongs, there is no public transport. In addition, the motorisation rate is
very low, hence the importance of shared cars. A car trip from Khorog, the provincial
capital, to Bartang is physically challenging and long (from two hours to the entrance
of the valley to ten hours to the easternmost village of the Valley), and the price of a
seat in a collective car is high for the inhabitants who cannot all travel as much as
they would like. All these factors help to understand what makes mobility (im)possible,
why mobility disruptions occur, and why people may ﬁnd themselves unable to move.
Frequently, hazards prompt people to cancel or postpone important trips for work,
education or family purposes. However, when the road in Bartang is ﬂooded or
obstructed by rocks, residents are used to repair them on their own and with limited
means in order to ensure a path and the accessibility of their village, or at least to
attempt to do so. In the summer of 2017, I observed villagers of Roshorv village repairing
a ﬂooded section of the road by elevating the level of the road with sand, rocks, and wood
freshly cut from nearby trees. Of course, such hard work is dangerous for the workers and
puts into question the stability of the cliﬀs being carved, for instance. Under these circumstances, the human-non-human networked relationship which makes mobilities
(im)possible is vividly exempliﬁed. Residents have to interact with biophysical elements
in concrete ways for the sake of mobility because hazards distort and damage the mobility
infrastructure, and therefore impact mobility systems by limiting people’s abilities to circulate. Such events illustrate how residents are used to dealing with the materiality of the
mountain and of the river along the road. It also shows how the network that forms the
local mobility system is shaped by an array of actants including biophysical elements,
objects, and actors such as water, rockslides, old vehicles, travelling bodies, and volunteers repairing the road.

The socioeconomic importance of rural-urban mobilities in bartang
Low accessibility has severe consequences on livelihoods. Like most high mountain communities, the Bartangis depend on products, services and incomes available in towns and
cities, to which they have access through rural-urban mobilities (see Kreutzmann 2012
for an example). Given the scarcity of resources at high elevations, mountain communities have traditionally exchanged agrarian products with other products cultivated
by other communities in diﬀerent areas and at diﬀerent altitudes. In the Bartang
Valley, some of my interlocutors explained to me that their ancestors used to exchange
products with the Kyrgyz living on the Eastern plateaus of Tajikistan: The Bartangis were
sedentary farmers growing products such as potatoes, wheat, barley, mulberries, and
apricots, while the Kyrgyz were nomadic herders, breeding sheep, goats, and yaks.
During Soviet times, however, livelihoods changed signiﬁcantly. A car road was built
in Bartang and the Valley was supplied (both with cars and helicopters) through the
‘Moscow provisioning’ system, ensuring the supply of remote parts of the Soviet
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Union (Mostowlansky 2017). After the demise of the Soviet Union in 1991, such management of remoteness eventually collapsed.
Nowadays, the mobility of the Bartangis to the town of Vomar, the administrative
centre of the Rushon District to which the Valley belongs, and to Khorog, the administrative centre of the Province to which the Rushon district belongs, is essential in order to
buy basic products (directly or via local merchants in Bartang), to reach administrative
and banking facilities (through which people receive remittances, from Russia mostly),
for university studies, and for seasonal work. When the road happens to be blocked by
ﬂoods, avalanches or rockslides, the physical inaccessibility of the Valley poses a threat
to food security, to the access to healthcare facilities or to economic opportunities
(Blondin 2020). Most of my interlocutors in the Bartang Valley had stories concerning
the worsening health issue of a resident because of the impossibility to reach a hospital
or about protracted periods of time spent with limited food resources when the road to
Khorog was impassable. During the 2017–2018 winter, the Bartang Road was unusable
for motor vehicles for approximately two months due to snowfalls and avalanches,
and for a further month in some parts of Upper Bartang in the summer due to ﬂoods.
Having spent their winter holidays in their village, dozens of students underwent a
two-to-three-day walk to Vomar (from where they could take a collective car to
Khorog), crossing dangerous avalanche corridors on the way. In the same period,
other residents of Bartang walked in harsh conditions to reach Vomar in order to buy
basic products. They took acute risks by travelling in dangerous conditions in order to
meet their needs.
By posing or increasing such threats to livelihoods, mobility disruptions put into question the habitability of places such as the Bartang Valley: How to dwell here when essential mobilities cannot be realised? Many of my interlocutors in the Valley have explained
to me that they cannot sell their farm products such as fruits and meat because transportation costs are too high, and the sales would thus not be economical for them. Both sales
and purchases are limited by low accessibility, and even more in case of adverse road conditions following ﬂoods or heavy snowfalls. This, combined with the diﬃculties in reaching the main healthcare facilities, is often pointed out as crucial diﬃculties faced by
Bartangi households. Mobility disruptions clearly reduce the possibility to circulate
and consequently decrease socioeconomic opportunities, which fuel mobilities of
increased durations and on larger spatial scales.
Low motilities and limited circulations
The low motility rates of most residents limit their abilities to move, which threaten their
livelihoods and put into question their capacities (or those of their household) to remain
in the Bartang Valley. Because of the distance, the state of the road, and travel times,
travel prices (a seat in a shared car) are high for most Bartangis. In addition, some of
my female interlocutors in Bartang told me they avoid going to the city because they
cannot aﬀord to leave their house for a long time given their role as the main caretaker
of the family. Even less can they leave when weather conditions are uncertain and the
road may close anytime, and especially if other household members are absent. Low
accessibility and low motilities prompt residents to make choices between job opportunities and family commitments, which means that many residents of the Bartang Valley
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either have to choose between resettlement (the whole family moves to Dushanbe or
Russia for instance) or long absences/separations (one person leaves and does not see
close relatives for months or year; see Reeves 2011 on labour migration from Central
Asia). Low accessibility and the diﬃculties to reach education and job opportunities or
to access healthcare facilities make most Bartangis occasionally (more or less frequently)
stay in the town of Khorog or in the city of Dushanbe for days, weeks, or months, often
staying in the small apartment of a relative. Because of their inability to circulate on a
regular basis, the most mobile members of households (tourist guides, labour migrants
to Russia, students in Khorog, tertiary sector workers in Dushanbe … see Blondin
2020), often leave ‘home’ for long periods because they can’t aﬀord to come back regularly to their village, which is often experienced as a drawback and a fragility of translocal
livelihoods (see Kaufmann 2005 and Stange et al. 2020 on multiresidency and
translocality).
Confronted with limited accessibility and low motilities, many residents told me they
considered it was impossible to lead a comfortable life in the Bartang Valley where job
opportunities are scarce and subsistence farming is not enough to feed everyone all
year long. Amira told me during ﬁeldwork in 2020: ‘it would be good if our houses in
Bartang were like dachas [Russian for second home, usually in the countryside], we
would enjoy the place occasionally without having to cope with hardships all the
time’. Such reﬂection seems to indicate a desire for multiresidency and translocal livelihoods, made impossible by the inability to commute because of low motilities. How to
practice multiresidency without the impossibility to ensure regular trips back and
forth between the Valley and another potential dwelling place?
Remoteness is widely enjoyed in Bartang for the amenities it provides such as feelings
of tranquillity and the perceived pureness of water and local fruits and vegetables
(Blondin 2021). However, low accessibility is at the root of many pressing socioeconomic
vulnerabilities for the Bartangis, among whom many have left for Russia in order to
increase their household’s opportunities (see Reeves 2011). Many studies of diﬀerent
contexts have showed how accessibility and remoteness may limit the attractiveness
and habitability of a place through decreased opportunities and reduce the quality of
life (see for instance Wong 2011 on the links between geographical remoteness, high
transportation costs, travel times, job opportunities, social exclusion and poverty). In
the case of the Bartang Valley, residents cannot commute between where ‘home’ is
and where opportunities are, which prompt some to migrate or at least to move for protracted durations in order to look for better opportunities elsewhere.
The example of Bartang helps to understand the value of studying a mobility system
and the way material disruptions may impact multiple (im)mobilities. Disaster-induced
mobility disruptions help to consider the networked relationships between patterns of
(im)mobilities on diﬀerent spatial and temporal scales: The disaster is physically localised
and blocks the road on speciﬁc portions, but the consequences of the disruption may be
felt in terms of longer-term mobility. The limited capacity to circulate between the Valley
and Khorog, Dushanbe and/or Moscow provokes departures of longer durations and
often, absences from loved ones. Here, we understand the value of the mobility justice
approach which emphasises the interconnection of mobility scales (Sheller 2018) and
the complexity of (im)mobility systems, connecting rockslides, ﬂoods, avalanches, to
impassable roads, lack of appropriate vehicles, stranded individuals, increased food
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insecurity (when food markets are inaccessible), ﬁnancial remittances, and labour
migration to Russia (see also Boas et al. 2022). Starting from a tangible event such as a
ﬂooded road, we may fruitfully develop understanding of the ways (im)mobilities are disrupted, hampered, or on the contrary provoked by environmental hazards. More generally, in the context of the Bartang Valley, studying (im)mobilities with the mobility
justice perspective helps to critically analyse the way disaster-induced mobility disruptions reduce accessibility, decrease residents’ motilities, and may have multiple adverse
consequences for livelihoods.

Conclusion
This article has aimed to highlight the importance for climate and environmental mobilities studies of examining ‘entire mobility systems’ because the people, elements, and
infrastructures which make mobilities possible may all be impacted by environmental
conditions, and households and communities are often caught in complex webs of mobilities and immobilities. I have here emphasised the case of environmental disasterinduced mobility disruptions and argued that they may alter the life conditions and
opportunities of residents suﬀering from low motilities. Such vulnerabilities could in
turn fuel new forms of mobilities, of longer durations or within larger distances in
order to ﬁnd new opportunities. For instance, the impossibility of commuting may
prompt individuals to relocate. Here, the local movements of people within the
Bartang Valley determine the ways they may adapt to hazards and avoid displacement
(see Farbotko 2022 on ‘anti-displacement politics’). Theoretically, this article has
attempted to demonstrate the value of an approach focussed on the material aspects of
environmental and climate (im)mobilities in order to unveil the networks that shape
and traverse these materialities. The way a road is constructed, maintained, exposed to
environmental disasters, and the capacities and resilience of vehicles and moving
bodies deserve the attention of environmental mobilities scholars because they may all
play a role in the environment-mobility relationship.
In this article, the speciﬁc case of roads has been foregrounded and the way these
may be impacted by ﬂoods, landslides or thawing permafrost for instance. Empirically, the paper has drawn from the case of Tajikistan’s Bartang Valley, where the
only vehicular road is frequently closed because of ﬂoods, avalanches, or rockslides.
Under such circumstances, only the most motile (the most able-bodied individuals
or the ones with enough time available given protracted travelling times) are able
to leave or enter the valley. For instance, women often seem to be less able to
appropriate mobility because of their domestic responsibilities. Impairments to
rural-urban commutes caused by road disruptions tend to increase food and
energy insecurity and the lack of access to healthcare, and to make migrants
unable to visit often. This means that low motilities provoke socioeconomic vulnerabilities and largely threaten mobility justice in the Bartang Valley.
In many other areas of the world, transportation infrastructures are being distorted,
destroyed, or becoming seasonally unusable under the eﬀects of global climate change.
However, these infrastructures are often essential for livelihoods. The decreased accessibility of some areas puts at risk their habitability and consequently the possibility for
communities to remain and practice translocal and/or multiresidential arrangements.
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If commuting/circulating is not an option anymore, households may consider relocating
elsewhere. This exempliﬁes how diﬀerent mobility scales are interconnected.
This attention to mobility systems and to the material infrastructures and conditions
which shape them, prompts us to (re-)ask ourselves why studying climate and environmental mobilities really matters. When people are forced to move after a disaster, when
they are unable to ﬁnd a safe place to relocate, or when they are trapped in a place
exposed to increased environmental stress, these are all issues of mobility justice in
which the right to move and the right to dwell are not secured. The mobility justice perspective and its attention to uneven motilities help to address such issues. Consequently,
the ﬁeld of environmental mobilities would gain from seeking distance from ‘climate
migration’ narratives – as suggested by this Special Issue – and by taking another step
forward in embracing the mobilities paradigm and heuristic approaches such as Sheller’s
mobility justice perspective, in order to explore (im)mobility frictions, inequalities, and
injustices. The way essential roads are being distorted and destroyed by climate
change is deﬁnitely a pressing issue in which mobility justice meets climate justice.

Notes
1. All names have been changed to preserve the anonymity of my interlocutors.
2. See one of the most famous versions here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
ILS81hpCxBM&ab_channel=Tamoshow
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